Next-generation sequencing (NGS) technology has greatly helped us identify disease-contributory variants for Mendelian diseases. However, users are often faced with issues such as software compatibility, complicated configuration, and no access to high-performance computing facility. Xeon X5650 CPUs, 48 GB memory) , when fast turn-around is needed, SeqMule generates annotated VCF files in a day from a 30X whole-genome sequencing data set; when more accurate calling is needed, SeqMule generates consensus call set that improves over single callers, as measured by both Mendelian error rate and consistency. SeqMule supports Sun Grid Engine for parallel processing, offers turn-key solution for deployment on Amazon Web Services, allows quality check, Mendelian error check, consistency evaluation, HTML-based reports. SeqMule is available at http://seqmule.openbioinformatics.org.
There are multiple challenges for building such a pipeline. Installation and configuration poses the first problem, and the severity of this problem is evidenced by numerous attempts to address it [15] [16] [17] . Software libraries such as Bioconductor 15 and Bioperl 16 , and web-based interfaces [e.g. 17 ] all aim to provide ease of access. The diversity of bioinformatics tools has paradoxically given rise to one more layer of complexity. In a typical variant calling analysis, 4 to 6 tools might be required to perform QC (quality check), alignment, sorting, and variant calling. Ideally, the output from one program can be fed into another one as is. In real-world scenarios, this might not be the case. For instance, GATK does not accept output from SOAP2 aligner. Another issue is that constant and asynchronous development of the software would, from time to time, lead to loss of compatibility and break down of what was working. Even if compatibility issues can be solved, reproducibility will be difficult to maintain across highly heterogeneous pipelines. A pre-packaged virtual machine (VM) provides users with an alternative to address this problem [18] [19] [20] . However, having two operating systems running on the same machine means at least 1 CPU core and a few gigabytes of memory must be reserved for the host OS, and unavoidably limits the computational resources available for the guest system. Adding another layer of operating system also increases computational overhead by 13% to 28% compared with performance on a native system 19 . Finally, VM implementation reduces flexibility of software tools as a bundle and becomes difficult to deploy for average users without informatics skills.
To address the discrepancy issues without compromising ease of use, performance and reproducibility, we developed a computational pipeline, SeqMule, which performs a series of automated steps for identifying variants from NGS data. It integrates 5 alignment tools, 5 variant calling algorithms, and allows various combinations of them via modifying a text-based, human-readable configuration file. The intersection of sets of variants from different combinations of tools can be extracted to achieve higher accuracy, both in terms of sensitivity and specificity. Most setup procedure and analyses can be done with one-line commands. SeqMule also provides cluster-free parallel capability built on top of the variant callers, which could drastically reduce the time for variant calling by about an approximately linear factor of N (N is number of CPU cores). As far as we know, only GATK Queue and FreeBayes provide such parallelism among variant callers, but users have to manually set up a Queue or generate a region file for parallel processing. At the end of analysis, an HTML-based report will be prepared to show an overview for every step of the analysis, which helps assure users of data quality and appropriate analysis settings. We believe that SeqMule will be useful to easily and efficiently obtain variant calls from NGS data, and improve variant calling consistency and accuracy.
Material and Methods
Workflow. Currently, SeqMule integrates 5 popular mapping tools: BWA (including BWA-backtrack and BWA-MEM), Bowtie, Bowtie2, SOAP2, SNAP 21-25 , 5 variant calling algorithms: GATK (including GATKLite and version 3), SAMtools, VarScan 2, Freebayes, SOAPsnp [26] [27] [28] [29] and some accessory programs: FastQC, Picard, tabix and VCFtools 30 . Tools were selected based on their popularity, ease of use and performance. Of note, SNAP can be orders of magnitude faster compared with the popular aligner BWA-MEM 25, 31 . All tools and related packages, except for those without open-source license, can be downloaded and installed by one single command with no need for root access. We actively maintain a list of programs and their related source code, database files to make sure there is no compatibility conflict under default settings.
A workflow scheme is shown in Fig. 1 . SeqMule takes FASTQ, gzipped FASTQ or BAM as input. Quality scores in FASTQ can be encoded either in Phred+ 33 scheme or in Phred+ 64 scheme. For FASTQ, SeqMule can automatically decide which scheme is used by examining the beginning of input. Other necessary files for analysis, including reference genomes, alignment indexes, known variant databases, can be downloaded via one-line built-in command from SeqMule website. In a typical pipeline, input data goes through QC, alignment, sorting, indexing, PCR duplicate removal, variant calling and report generation. All steps use default parameters. Reads with mapping quality larger than 30 (20 for SNAP) will be used for variant calling by default. Variants will be filtered following either recommended best practice (for GATK) or by depth threshold of 10 unless otherwise stated.
Multi-sample variant calling can be used if multiple sets of input data from the same lineage are supplied. BAM and VCF files are generated in the end. The VCF files are ready for downstream annotation and filtering analysis, which means users can feed them either to locally installed ANNOVAR program 32 or to wANNOVAR web server 17 .
To allow various combinations of aligners and variant callers, SeqMule uses a specifically designed configuration file. The configuration file consists of key, value pairs in the form of 'key= value' . Keys are categorized as global options, programs and local options, each with different prefixes. The prefixes for program keys also determine whether this program is mandatory and exclusive at a particular step. Programs can be either enabled or disabled by assigning 1 or 0 to the value of the corresponding keys. All settings are written in plain English with embedded help documentation alongside. Over 40 different combinations of aligners and variant callers have been tested and their configurations are readily available in 'misc/predefined_config' directory under SeqMule installation path. More combinations are left for the users to explore. Built-in parallel processing. Analysis can be run in a parallel fashion either via native support by variant callers (e.g. multi-processing option inside GATK) or via SeqMule's built-in multi-processing framework. As is shown in Fig. 2 , when SeqMule's built-in multi-processing is enabled, it splits the genome into multiple equally sized bins, writes those bins into N BED files (N for number of CPU cores), and launches multiple processes to call variants over each region.
Each bin will be large enough to minimize the overhead costs of small bins, and small enough to have fine-grained genomic intervals. Currently the minimum bin size is set to be 50 Kbp while the maximum is 1 Mbp. All bins are assigned to each process by rotation ( Fig. 2 ) so that two adjacent bins will not be analyzed by the same process. This assignment-by-rotation strategy is designed to avoid having too many reads processed by one thread due to uneven coverage 33 , therefore, all processes are expected to finish in similar amount of time. We compared variant calling time consumption under different max bin sizes using sample NA12878 from 1000 Genomes Project. Variants were called by SAMtools with 12 concurrent processes. Table S1 shows that the standard deviation increases as the max bin size grows from 500 Kbp to 20 Mbp. However, the maximum running time of child processes, or simply put, the overall variant calling time, does not necessarily increase as the max bin size becomes larger. Variant calling is fastest (194.9 minutes) when max bin size is 1 Mbp. All processes will be spawned by fork on a single machine, and so there is no need for cluster infrastructure. Different processes communicate with each other through a script file recording the status and command of each step. An execution manager (the parent process) is responsible for monitoring, starting and stopping all processes. Because some analyses may take hours or days to finish, the execution manager is designed to be able to stop and then resume the pipeline at any step. This feature comes in handy when users have to adjust some parameters (e.g. memory limit) after SeqMule aborts due to errors.
Support for cluster environment. SeqMule supports analyzing large number of samples via Sun
Grid Engine (SGE), a popular job scheduling system in cluster environment. Internally, when SeqMule generates tasks for each step for every sample, it also specifies their dependencies. The relationship results in a task dependency graph (TDG) with tasks as nodes and task interactions as edges. SeqMule then uses topological sorting to rearrange these tasks in linear fashion such that if task A is dependent on output from task B, task A will be put behind task B. Upon running, SeqMule runs tasks one by one and will not start a task unless all its dependent tasks are finished. With this design in place, many samples can be processed in parallel due to their nature of independence. When SGE is available, SeqMule submits each task to SGE and waits for it to finish.
Consensus result generation. For SNVs, variant calls with the same chromosome and position
fields are considered overlapping. Only such variants will be combined in consensus records. To combine two overlapping SNVs, alternative alleles in each record will be put together while the chromosome, position and reference columns remain unchanged.
For non-SNV variants, primarily consisting of indels, records with same chromosome, position and reference allele fields are considered overlapping. After combining, alternative alleles from all records will be put together. Same indels might be presented in different ways by different algorithms. For example, both 'TGGG TGG' and 'TG T' can denote deletion of a G allele, but it is hard to tell which G is deleted in the first case 8 . In this circumstance, we apply 'variant normalization' in Vt (https://github.com/atks/ vt) to first normalize all VCF files to the same standard before combining them. During normalization, all alleles will be left (5′ ) and right (3′ ) trimmed to remove superfluous nucleotides and be moved to the leftmost positions. Nevertheless, it is expected that concordance rate between different tools for indels are less than that for SNVs 8 .
When multiple samples are present in the same VCF file, it will be split into single-sample VCF before merging. After all VCFs from the same sample are merged, the resulting VCFs will be combined into one multi-sample VCF. Variant quality and genotype quality from the first input file will appear in the combined VCF. The files to be merged will be sorted based on the following priority: GATK> SAMtools > FreeBayes> VarScan> SOAPsnp. We assign variants 'PASS' in the filter field only if they are unfiltered in any one of the input VCF files. Consensus calls can be generated in different ways. Users are able to specify the minimum number of files in which each consensus call appears. For example, "2-out-of-4" consensus calls represent the calls found in at least 2 out of 4 input files.
Analysis summary. When an analysis starts or finishes, SeqMule automatically examines the FASTQ, BAM, VCF and generates an HTML-based report showing various statistics. Important statistics include, but are not limited to, coverage curve, average coverage, coverage over capture region, percentage of Assume we want to run our analysis using 3 processes. We need to split the chromosomes (blue) into 3 sets of bins. Bin size will be dynamically determined according to the total size of all chromosomes or user-defined regions. There is a minimum and maximum bin size to minimize the effects of a read spanning two bins and uneven coverage. In practice, the size limits shown in the figure work well from a couple of genes up to the whole genome. Bins are generated by walking through all regions to be analyzed. Subsequently, bins are assigned to each process by rotations. In the end, each process is expected to deal with approximately same numbers of reads. Besides automatic generation of summary statistics, users can manually feed SeqMule with a multi-sample VCF from a family trio and obtain Mendelian error rates. The VCF file will first be converted to MAP and PED format used in PLINK 34 to record all genotypes in a more compact fashion, Subsequently pedigree information, based on user specification, is added to the PED file. At last, SeqMule iterates through all variants in the offspring and counts number of calls with 0, 1, 2 IBS (identical by state) alleles from father or mother, number of allele drop-in events, number of allele drop-out events. The Mendelian error rate calculation is implemented with VCFtools, mendelFix 35 along with custom Perl code.
In accordance with its multi-caller feature, SeqMule also generates a Venn Diagram for users to inspect overlapping of variant sets from different callers. Variants are split into SNVs and non-SNVs. Chromosome, position, reference allele and alternative allele of SNVs are used to determine whether two variants overlap. For non-SNVs, besides variant-normalization, records will first be intervalized by ignoring reference alleles and alternative alleles, and then extended 10 bp towards both ends. The extended intervals for each non-SNV are used to determine whether two variants overlap. This feature is implemented with VennDigram package 36 and custom Perl code.
Results
Consistency and accuracy evaluation. To demonstrate the consistency of calls on identical samples, we analyzed 3 data sets for NA12878 obtained from the 1000 Genomes project 37 (sequenced by HiSeq and hereafter referred to as HiSeq-1000G) and from AllSeq (sequenced by HiSeq X Ten and hereafter referred to as HiSeqX-D, HiSeqX-J). For each data set, 4 variant callers, FreeBayes, SAMtools, VarScan and GATK HaplotypeCaller (GATK-HC) were used to call variants, then the results from 4 callers were merged in different ways to obtain consensus calls. For each variant calling method, we plotted a Venn diagram comparing the overlapping of variants among the 3 data sets (Fig. 3 ). The concordance rates range from 91.89% ~ 94.37% among all variant callers and consensus calls while GATK HaplotypeCaller calls give the highest concordance (94.37%).
As common variants are usually easy to detect, we later used ANNOVAR to filter the variants by minor allele frequency (MAF). Variants with MAF > 1% (1000 genomes project, October, 2014 release, European population) were discarded. The results (Fig. 4) show that for rare and novel variants, consistency rates are considerably lower, ranging from 69.10% ~ 87.69%. It suggests that most of the inconsistency in variant calling can be attributed to rare and novel variants. 4-out-of-4 consensus calls show the highest concordance (87.69%) under this scenario.
In addition to consistency, we also examined the precision, sensitivity and specificity. The 1000 genomes data set for NA12878 (HiSeq-1000G) was used in this case. All consensus calls and variants called by individual callers were compared with the gold standard from Genome In a Bottle (GIB) project and an Illumina HumanOmni2.5-8v1 SNP array ( Figure S1-S2 ). For the comparison with GIB gold Figure 3 . Consistency evaluation using 3 sequencing data sets for NA12878. The 3 data sets were generated by 1000 Genomes project and AllSeq (HiSeq-D, HiSeq-J). We used the same alignment algorithms (BWA-MEM) as the primary focus is to compare variant callers. For each data set, 4 variant callers were used to call variants (A), then the results from 4 callers were merged in different ways to get consensus calls (B). For each variant calling method, we plotted a Venn Diagram comparing overlapping of variants among the 3 data sets. The percentages show the proportion of variants shared by 3 data sets. standard, precision rates range from 97.1% to 99.5% with GATK-HC being the highest; sensitivity rates range from 97.1% to 98.4%, with GATK-HC being the highest; specificity rates are all close to 100%. However, as the GIB gold standard was generated by GATK-HC, there is no doubt that the result is biased in favor of GATK. For the comparison with SNP array, precision rates range from 99.6% to 99.8% with 4-out-of-4 consensus calls being the highest; sensitivity rates range from 96.7% to 97.4% with 2-out-of-4 consensus call and GATK-HC both being the highest; specificity rates are all above 99.5%. These numbers show that all individual callers and consensus calls can give us accurate results in the regions covered by GIB gold standard and SNP array, indicating that the room for improvement may be somewhat limited.
Aligner consistency evaluation. To our knowledge, there is little comparison in literature regarding different aligners in the context of variant calling. It has been reported that there is differential performance for aligners when sequencing error rates and indel frequencies and sizes are varying 9 , so it is sensible to expect discrepancies associated with variant calling for different aligners. We used 2 variant callers, SAMtools and FreeBayes, and 3 aligners, BWA-MEM, Bowtie2 and SNAP, for each caller to evaluate concordance of variant calling on an exome data set 38 . Results in Fig. 5 show that concordance rates for SNVs are 77.31% for SAMtools, 78.43% for FreeBayes, respectively; concordance rates for non-SNVs (after normalization and extension) are 49.73% for SAMtools, 50.61% for FreeBayes, respectively. These results suggest that aligners may account for a considerable amount of difference in variant calling.
Mendelian error evaluation.
As family-based analysis is critical in Mendelian disease studies, we went on to examine Mendelian error rate by different methods in a previously published exome sequencing study on a family trio 38 . Two types of errors were counted: allele drop-in and allele drop-out. Allele drop-in (ADI) means that an offspring presents an allele that does not appear in either parent. Allele drop-out (ADO) means that an offspring misses an allele that should have been inherited from the parents. Sum of ADI and ADO is the total number of Mendelian errors. Mendelian error rate is the ratio of all Mendelian errors to all variant calls shared by the family trio (i.e. not marked as missing in any family member).
The result (Table S2) shows that individual variant callers generally returns 41.1 to 52.6 thousand trio calls with error rates between 1.78% and 2.88%. Among them, FreeBayes gives us the most trio calls (52.6 K) and GATK-HC gives us the lowest error rate (1.78%). For a single variant caller, it is hard to predict whether error rate is higher if the overall number of trio calls is small. In contrast, when we have fewer consensus trio calls, the Mendelian error rate is also lower. The lowest Mendelian error rate we can get is 0.66%, from 4-out-of-4 consensus calls for this data set, with 35.7 thousand trio calls. As most of our interests lie in rare and novel variants, we did variants filtering based on MAF. Variants with MAF >1% (1000 genomes project, October, 2014 release, European population) were discarded. The results show that generally Mendelian error rates become larger for rare and novel variants, ranging from 0.53% to 6.48% (Table S3 , Fig. 6 ). Again, the lowest error rate was achieved by 4-out-of-4 consensus . Consistency evaluation using rare variants from 3 sequencing data sets for NA12878. The 3 data sets were generated by 1000 Genomes project and AllSeq (HiSeq-D, HiSeq-J). We used the same alignment algorithms (BWA-MEM) as the primary focus is to compare variant callers. For each data set, 4 variant callers were used to call variants, variants with MAF > 1% were dropped. The remaining variants from 4 callers were merged in different ways to get consensus calls. For each variant calling method, we plotted a Venn Diagram comparing overlapping of variants among the 3 data sets (A,B) . The percentages show the proportion of variants shared by 3 data sets. calls (0.53%), with nearly five thousand trio calls. Compared with results from individual callers, the consensus-call approach has more stable performance. It is also more flexible in that users can reduce Mendelian error rate when needed. In trio-based sequencing studies, researchers may want to examine the most reliable set of calls first to find low-hanging fruits, before delving deep into noisier call sets to find additional candidates.
Performance evaluation. To evaluate the computational resources consumed by SeqMule, we used a whole genome sequencing data set (mentioned before as HiSeqX-D) with 818 million 151-bp paired end reads (30X coverage) for benchmarking. BWA-MEM or SNAP was used as the aligner. PicardTools was used to remove PCR duplicates. GATK HaploTypeCaller or FreeBayes was used to call variants. We used a machine equipped with 12-core Intel Xeon 2.66 GHz CPU and 48 Gigabytes of memory. Table 1 details the computation time of SeqMule under different pipeline configurations. As is shown, conventional BWA-MEM and GATK-HC combination takes over 50 hours to analyze a whole genome, whereas SNAP+ FreeBayes combination needs 36.3 hours. With quick mode (SeqMule's built-in parallel framework) enabled, variant calling can run up to 12 times faster (12 CPU cores). However, this comes with the tradeoff of increased memory usage. For example, when speed is of primary concern, users can use the SNAP+ FreeBayes combination. This combination requires less than 21 hours of running time and 31.3 Gigabytes of memory with quick mode enabled. For users who are interested in analyzing exome data sets, we also did a similar comparison using an exome data set (138.8 million 90 bp-long paired-end reads, 113X coverage in target region). BWA-MEM was used as the aligner. PicardTools was used to remove PCR duplicates. GATK-HC was used to call variants. As is shown in Table S4 , using more CPUs or processes reduces the running time in general. With quick mode enabled, variant calling can run 2 to 7 times faster depending on number of CPU cores used. On a machine with same configuration, the shortest running time is 317 minutes for the BWA-MEM + GATK-HC combination, and 264 minutes for the SNAP+ FreeBayes combination (not shown in Table S4 ).
In the exome analysis, the running time for GATK-HC does not seem to vary with number of CPU cores when quick mode is disabled. This is perhaps due to the fact that GATK's HaplotypeCaller only supports parallel execution with "-nct" option (enable multiple CPU threads per data thread) which does not scale well and has a constant overhead. The configuration files used are "snap_freebayes.config", "bwa_ gatk_HaplotypeCaller_norealn_norecal.config". They can be found in seqmule/misc/predefined_config/. The software used includes FastQC (v0.11.2), Picard (v1.115), SAMtools (v0.1.19-44428cd), FreeBayes (v0.9.14-14-gb00b735), SNAP (v1.0beta.16), BWA-MEM (v0.7.10-r789), GATK (v3.1-1-g07a4bf8).
Mendelian disease disease-contributory variant identification. We used exome sequencing data from a previously reported family trio 38 to demonstrate the applicability and ease of use of SeqMule. The proband is a 28-year-old Caucasian male diagnosed with idiopathic hemolytic anemia. This phenotype was not observed either in his parents nor his siblings. With Agilent SureSelect Human All Exon kit and Illumina HiSeq 2000, we obtained 97 million paired-end reads per sample with designed capture regions covered at 82x on average. Initial alignment was done by BWA-MEM algorithm, followed by Picard removal of duplicates. GATK HaplotypeCaller, SAMtools, VarScan were then used to call variants. Multi-sample variant calling was enabled, so all 3 samples were supplied to each of the variant callers. We filtered results based on criteria recommended by each algorithm. Subsequently we extracted consensus variants from 3 sets of filtered variants (in 3-out-of-3 fashion), and reduced number of variants from 34 thousand per caller to 31 thousand on average. These steps were performed by executing one single SeqMule command given that the combination of aligner and variant callers has been tested before.
Next we utilized the ANNOVAR "variants reduction" pipeline 32 , under a recessive disease model. Synonymous, non-splicing variants and variants observed in the 1000 Genomes Projects and NHLBI-ESP 6500 exome project with minor allele frequency (MAF) > 1% in European populations 39 were filtered out. The filtering was done with one single ANNOVAR command for each subject (variants_reduction.pl -protocol nonsyn_splicing,1000g2012apr_all,esp6500_ea,recessive -operation g,f,f,m -aaf_threshold 0.01 input.father.avinput annovar/humandb/ -buildver hg19).
In the remaining variants, father and son shared 236 variants, while mother and son shared 253. There are 64 genes overlapping between the two sets of shared variants, 32 of which are homozygous and 6 are compound heterozygous in the proband. Manual examination of candidate genes easily identified mutations in PKLR that likely contribute to the disease. PKLR harbours two heterozygous variants that are predicted by multiple scores to be deleterious, and has been confirmed by us as the disease-contributory gene in biochemical tests 38 . This example demonstrated that SeqMule can reveal disease-contributory variants easily with minimal efforts from the users, therefore greatly facilitating genetic studies on human genetic diseases.
Discussion
In summary, SeqMule is a comprehensive, user-friendly, flexible and efficient tool for analyzing human exome and genome sequencing data. Five alignment tools, five variant callers and various accessory programs are included to provide users with numerous choices.
Different call sets can be integrated to produce more reliable results in terms of consistency and Mendelian error rate. However, if users are solely interested in rare variants and de novo point mutations from family-based samples, they will have more gain in power and Mendelian consistency by using more specialized tools such as PolyMutt 40 , DenovoGear 41 and FamSeq 42 . Test results on our own data suggest that PolyMutt can dramatically reduce Mendelian errors (0.2% for FreeBayes, 0.0% for GATK-HC, 0.3% for SAMtools, data same as in Fig. 6 ) by utilizing a family-aware calling framework. When sample size is large, variant quality can also be improved by imputation-based methods 43 . SeqMule's built-in parallel processing capability can improve current variant calling by a number of times without involving high-performance computing infrastructure or complicated configuration. Besides all of these features, SeqMule uses one-line commands for complicated tasks wherever possible, making it extremely easy to download, install, configure and run a large number of bioinformatics tools.
Popular bioinformatics platforms, such as Galaxy, make a number of bioinformatics tools very accessible. Users just upload their data and start analysis right away. But the restricted storage, limited data transfer speed and prolonged job queuing time makes it impractical to use when users have non-trivial amount of data.
The option of launching a Galaxy instance 44 or other pipeline in the cloud is likely to overcome some of the obstacles mentioned above without cumbersome local installation. But, as a free, public resource open to all biologists, such a platform is usually built towards serving a large population who are not only interested in variant discovery, but also many other types of analyses. In contrast, SeqMule is tailored for exome or genome sequence analysis in the context of human genetic disease study and therefore hosts many features optimized for this purpose, such as consensus call generation, multi-sample variant calling, Mendelian error rate statistics, and HTML-based summary, among other things. Besides, SeqMule is more agile because new tools, once they are integrated into SeqMule by developers, can be added with just one update command (see SeqMule's manual).
In addition to platform solutions, there are quite a few standalone pipelines for variant analysis, such as HugeSeq 45 , ngs_backbone 46 and bcbio-nextgen (https://github.com/chapmanb/bcbio-nextgen). HugeSeq integrates one aligner and two SNP/indel callers (SAMtools and GATK), and was last updated one year ago. ngs_backbone integrates one aligner (BWA) and one variant caller (GATK). bcbio-nextgen has two aligners (BWA, NovoAlign) and four variant callers (GATK, FreeBayes, Platypus, SAMtools). Since NovoAlign is a proprietary aligner not free to all researchers, none of these pipelines provides alternative open-source mappers. In view of discrepancies associated with aligners 9 (Fig. 5) , it is important to offer users multiple open-source alignment programs.
Many users have used SeqMule to analyze their sequencing data and obtained meaningful results [47] [48] [49] . With the rapid development and deployment of next-generation sequencing technologies, we expect that SeqMule will facilitate analysis of the upcoming massive amounts of sequencing data to expedite discoveries for human genetic diseases.
